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Samarium spectrum was studied with a purpose to find tran-

sitions to be used in experiments on parity nonconseruation. Ma-

caluso-Corbino effect - Faraday rotation near resonance was used

for the search and study of spectral lines. We haue identified

previously unknown energy levels belonging to the 4f
B
6s

s S
D

term 15914.55(3) см-
4
 (J=1), 17664.29(3) см-

1
 (J=2),

20195 76(ZO см-'
1
 (J=3). Ж-trarts?tions to these leuels from the

leuels of the ground 4f
G
6s

2 7
F term were observed. There dre se-

veral peculiarities of 1hese transitions which are due to the

fact thai they occur within an inner 4f
B
-shell

/
 particularly/ a

uei у small pressure broadening by inert gases.

In the course of transition identification the pressure

broaden inn, isotope shifts, ratio of the Faraday rotation and

absorption, line intensity dependences on temperature, Zeeman

splitting patterns and saturation spectroscopy lineshapes were

studied for 6 number of samarium lines. Most of these lines cor-

responded to ЕП-transitions from highly excited states.
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1. Introduction

During the Last decade atomic spectroscrpy has suffici-
ently contributed to the study of fundamental interactions bet-
ween elementary particles. The existence of Parity nonconserua-
tion (PNC) in atoms was unambiguously established in several ex-
periments carried out in bismuth, thallium/ lead and cesium (for
reviews see e.g. 11-51). Still, many important aspects of PNC
are to be studied in detail. Among them is the nuclear spin de-
pendence of PNC-effects, which arises due to the anapole moment
of nucleus 16,71 and the coupling of the electron vector current
with axial nucleon current. This dependence can be studied by
comparing the PNC-effects on different hyperfine components of a
transition. It would also be interesting to determine weak char-
ges of proton and neutron separately. A possible way to do that
is to measure the difference of PNC-effects for different isoto-
pes of the same element [63. Since the discussed effects typi-
cally constitute contributions to the overall PNC-effects at a
level of several percent, in order to study them one should suf-
ficiently increase the sensitivity of existing experimental
techniques. Another trend is a search for substances where
PNC-effects are significantly enhanced.

In [81 attention was drawn to the rare-earth atoms and in
particular to samarium where PNC-effects can be enhanced due to
the anomalous proximity of opposite parity levels.

Samarium (Z=62) has 7 stable isotopes with mass numbers
144, 147, 148, 149, 150, 152 and 154. The two odd isotopes have
nuclear spin 1=7/2. They can be used for nuclear spin-dependent
PNC measurements. The even isotopes with large differences of
neutron numbers can be used for the nucleon weak charge measure-
ments. By such measurements one can evaluate en important para-
meter of the standard model of the electroweak interactions -
the sin*-8w with a high accuracy, practically independently of
atonic calculation errors [81.

One of the PNC-effects is the natural optical activity of
atomic vapor. This effect is most pronounced in the vicinity of
magnetic dipole (M1) transitions. To have significant optical
rotation angles one generally requires normal (rather than
strongly suppressed) M1-transitions.



The ground 4f"6s* 7F term of samarium (figure 1) consists
of closely lying levels with total angular momentum J=0,1,...,6
191. M1-transitions betuieen these levels can in principle be
used in the PNC-experiments, however a certain inconvenience is
that they lie in a far infrared region. Besides, there are no
levels of opposite parity in their vicinity.

According to calculations [101 and experimental data [111
on the spectrum of doubly ionized samarium, one could have ex-
pected that there were several terms of 4t*&s*, based on the ex-
cited 4f»-shell in SmI, begining from about 14000 cm-<. None of
these terms had been identified The lowest excited 4f*6sa term
is SD According'to the selection rules, M-transitions between
the levels of the ground 7F term and the SD levels should be
suppressed. However, according to estimations by I.B.Khriptovich
based on the eigenfunctions from [101 and the calculation [121,
the term mixing lifts this suppression and for some of the tran-
sitions the reduced matrix elements are of the order of a Bohr
magneton The 7F->eD transition wavelength estimates based on
the ion data and calculated reduced M1-matrix elements [121 are
listed in table 1. The accuracy of the wavelength estimates is
believed to be of the order of a dozen nm. Note that E2-matrix
elements have also been calculated in [121. According to this
calculation, the relative E2-contributions to transition proba-
bilities dre very small: they do not exceed several percent even
for the diogonal in J transitions, where the M1-amplitudes are
suppressed.

The aim of this work was to find and identify M1-transiti-
ons of SmI in the spectral region accessible to cw dye lasers in
view of the future PNC-experiments. As a result [13-151, we have
found a number of Mi-transitions and identified the 4fB6sz

eD<,2,3 levels. In the present publication a detailed descripti-
on of the search and study of M1-transitions is presented along
with some subsidiary results on isotope shifts, pressure broade-
ning and saturation spectroscopy lineshapes for a number of ot-
her SmI transitions, including Ei-transtitions from highly exci-
ted states and some unidentified lines



Table 1. Wavelength estimates and calculated reduced mat-

rix elements for the 4f*6s*
 7
F->4f«6s*

 S
D Ml-transitions of Sml.

A, nmlJi->Jf

470
490
510
520
550
560
580

3->4
4->4

| 5->4
2->3

| 3->3
4->3
1->2

<i||M1|lf>
Bohr magn.

-0.046
0.05?

-0.335
0.056
0.024

-0.454
0.102

I A, nm|Ji->Jf
1 . 1

| 600
I 620
| 640
! 650
I 670
I 710
I

2->2
3->2
0->1
1->1
2->1
1->0

<illM1||f>
Bohr magn

-0.026
-0.465
0.160

I -0.028
| -0.46?
| -0 325

2. Faradau rotation apparatus a,nd procedure

The experiment consisted in searching for weak lines in

the spectrum of Smi that could not be identified according to

the known energy leuels. For registration of spectral lines we

used the Faradau rotation of the polarization plane in the uici-

nity of a resonance (Macaluso-Corbino effect).

A traditional optical scheme of the spectropolarimeter

(see e.g. [16]) was chosen. The layout of the device is shown in

figure 2. А сы single frequency tunable dye-laser (Spectra

Physics model 360A) was used as a light source. Typical output

power was a few milliwatts and the radiation Unewidth - less

than 100 l"Hz. With a monomode fiber /1/ the laser beam was

transmitted to an optical bench where other optical elements we-

re situated. At the exit of the fiber an objective /2/ formed a

parallel beam with a diameter about 2 mm which passed through

crossed calcitum prism polarizer /3/ and analyzer /4л Two heavy

flint Faraday cells /5,6/ and the samarium cell /?/ were placed

between the polarizer and analyzer. Axial magnetic field up to

100 Oe was created with a coil /6/. Faraday cell /5/ produced a

1 kHz polarization plane oscillation with an amplitude 2.2-10~
e

red. At the analyzer the Light beam was devided into two compo-

nents with orthogonal polarizations - the dark and the bright

beam. A silicon photodiode /9/ was used to measure the intensity



of the dark beam. The first harmonic of the photodiode signet

was detected by a Phase-Sensitiue Detector (PSD) and fed to the

Faraday cell /6/, which completed the negative feedback loop.

Ualue of the current through the coil of the Faraday cell /6/

was proportional to the angle of the polarization plane rotation

in the samarium cell and as long as the feedback coefficient was

kept sufficiently high it did not depend on the laser intensity.

The photodiode /iO/ was used to measure the intensity of the

bright beamy which was almost all the light transmitted through

the samarium cell. This signal was used to measure the absorpti-

on of the uapor. The light intensity at the input of the cell

was stabilized. To do that, the light reflected from one of the

surfaces of the polarizer was detected with another photodiode

/11/ The signal from this photodiode was fed to one of the in-

puts of an amplifier-comparator, a dc bias uoltage was fed to

its other input. The output of the amplifier-comparator was fed

to a Pockels cell-modulator /12/ which kept the light intensity

constant within the leuel of 10-
3
 in the bandwidth of 1 kHz.

The Samarium cell was designed as follows. A metal samari-

um sample (in the present work samarium samples of natural iso-

tope mixture were used) was heated in a molybdenum tube up to

about 14QO K. The inner diameter of the tube was 14 mm, the ua-

por length - l«30 cm. fit 1400 К Sm vapor pressure is a few Torr

and all the states of Sm ground term are considerably populated.

The use of molybdenum was dictated by its resistance to extre-

mely chemically active samarium melt and uapor. The molybdenum

tube was inserted inside a ceramic tube. An ohmic heater was wo-

und over the ceramic tube and covered with a thermoinsuldtor. 30

А ЬО Нг current produced about 1 kU of heat which was sufficient

to maintain the required temperature inside the central part of

the cell. In order to reduce the magnetic field created by the

heating current, the heater was made in the form of a double he-

lix with the two components with counter-directed currents com-

pensating each other. A system of diaphragms and buffer gas he-

lium (p=10-100 Torr) were used to prevent samarium from deposi-

ting on the optical windows located at the cold ends of the tu-

be. Two grams of samarium metal was enough for about 40 hours of

operation. Note that a heat-pipe type oven could hardly be used

here because of a high vapor pressure over the solid samarium-'

about 2 Torr at the melting point 134? К [17]. The cold ends of
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the ceramic tube were sealed uiith thin (160 дт) glass optical

windows. The windows were made thin to make the period of ete-

lon-type interference effects, appearing during wauelength scan-

ning, much larger than typical width of samarium lines (seueral

GHz).

In this work we used a laser, the frequency scanning

system of which had been modified (for the purpose of another

experiment). When searching for spectral lines the laser frequ-

ency was electonically scanned over the FST\ of an intracavity

Fabry-Perot etalon («75 GHz) by varying voltage on its piezo-e-

lement Hopping between longitudinal modes of the laser cavity

spaced by 200 IHz occured in this case. To study the Uneshapes

the etalon and the cauity uere tuned simultaneously (one of the

cavity mirrors was adjusted to a piezo-mount), which prevented

the mode-hopping. Because no servo system mas used to lock eta-

lon to the cauity mode, the range of a smooth scan was limited

to «2 GHz and in order to cover a spectral line a series of

overlapping scans was made.

The laser scanning and data acquisition was controled by

an ODRETTE microcomputer [18] through a CAMAC electronic system.

Typical frequency sweeping rate was A GHz/sec for recording of

the 75-GHz samples and 100 rHz/sec for the 2-GHz samples.

Absolute wavelengths were measured with a grid spectrome-

ter DFS-24 with an accuracy of 0.01 nm.

Figure 3 shows a recording of a 75-GHz sample of samarium

spectrum with magnetic field off (A) and with H=1OO Oe (B). It

is seen from the figure 3B that a continuous sequence of weak

lines with peak rotation of the order of 10-
s
 rad appears in the

Faraday rotation spectrum when magnetic field is applied. These

are apparently E1-transitions from highly excited stales. Actu-

ally/ a simple estimate for the Faradov rotation angle at the

line center is
:

Here и is the absorption coefficient, ji - Bohr magneton, *v -
Unewidth. With *im\ GHz (Doppler width) and H=100 Oe, we get
ЛИл^у-О.! . Thus, for lines with <р~ш-« rad, the absorption co-
efficient has an order of magnitude и~Ю-* cm-

4
. From an estima-

U



where N,. is the number density of atoms in the initial state of

the transition, of - the fine structure constant, У - transition

frequency, d - transition dipole moment, e - electron chargei

for an allowed El-transition (d~ea, a - Bohr radius), one gets

that K ~ 1 O -
S corresponds to Ni~1CP cm-

3
. According to the Boltz-

mann law,

Nv=N(1/Z)(2J
i
+1)exp(-E

i
/'kT)

(N-2N
V
, Z=2(2J

t
+i)exp(-Ei/kT)), for a total samarium density

N^1O
1 B
 cm-

3
, Ni'-iO

7
 cm-

3
 corresponds to the leuels at about

18000 cm-
1
, which are in abundance in SmI

These estimates show that El-transitions from excited sta-

tes of samarium should haoe given rise to numerous spectral li-

nes with different intensities, corresponding to different ini-

tial state populations and transition amplitudes. According to

the predictions for the
 7
F->

S
D Mi-transitions (the strongest of

them were supposed to have <p~10 mrad at H=100 Oe), we considered

only lines with a polarization plane rotation angle <p>0.1 mrad

at 100 Oe. One of such lines is seen in figure 3B.

3. Results of wavelength scanning between 599 and 669 nm

Seueral sections of samarium spectrum («50 nm total) were

scanned between 599 and 669 nm Two laser dyes - Rhodamin В and

an Oxazine 1? - based actiue liquid AGN-650 were used at this

wavelength interval. During wavelength scanning we had to ommit

spectral regions <~1 nm) close to El-transitions from the ground

term besause their intensity was so big that all the laser light

was absorbed in the samarium cell. About 300 weaker spectral li-

nes were recorded. They were devided into 6 arbitrary classes

according to their relative strength. On the 6-th class lines

the Faraday rotation was ~ 1 mrad with H=5 Oe On the 1-st class

lines the rotation was «0.1 mrad with H=100 Oe.

For the majority of lines it was possible to find in tab-

les 19] a couple of levels, the lower of them lying below 15000

cm-
1
, for which the energy difference corresponded to the line
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wavelength and E1-transition between them was not forbidden by

the selection rules. Such lines were tentatively ascribed to

E1-transitions between these levels. Those of the lines that we-

re later on studied in more detail are listed in table 2. Letter

D means that the line is doubled on a 75-GHz recording (figure

4) Letter I means that isotope shift was measured on this line

(section 4 ) , R - the ratio of Faraday rotation and absorption

was measured (section 5), S - a saturation spectroscopy experi-

ment was performed (section 6), P - the pressure broadening by

helium buffer gas was measured (section 7). For most of these

transitions the initial state configuration is 4f
s
5d6s and the

fSnal state configuration is either unknown (type a), or tenta-

tiuely assigned in tables [91 to 4f
B
5d6p (type b). One of the

listed lines is identified as a transition between an odd level

of 4f
B
6s6p and an even level of 4f

B
6s?s (type c).

Table 2. Some of the observed lines, identified as El-

transitions between excited states of SmI.

A,nm

600.98

605.39

620.11

621.38

624.81

643.53

643.76

646.82

651.46

661.67

663.13

666.13

Class,

comment

2 DI

6 I

6 DI

6 DI

6 DI

6 DR

6DIRSP

6 I

6 DI

6 RSP

3 DI

I 6 DIR

I Ei,cm-
4

12646.64

11406.50

11044.90

12445.35

(14920.45)

11406.50

13050.05

11877.50

13050.05

(14856.20)

11406.50

15039.59

(14563.98)

13458.46

10801.10

3

3

2

5

(3)

3

2

4

2

(5)

3

2

(4)

4

1

Ef,cm-*

29481.25

27920.10

27166.50

28534.04

(31009.20)

27406.90

28585.0?

27406.90

28505.72

(30312 2?)

26752 26

30148.40

(29673.01)

28534.04

25606 90

Jf

4

2

3

5

(4)

4

3

4

3

(6)

4

2

(4)

5

2

IType

!

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

b

с

a

b

a
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Three lines of the 1-st class were identified as

4f
B
6s*->4f

B
5d6s E2-transitions 651.4 nro (292.58 cm-

4
,

J=1->15639.80 ctir
4
, J=1), 660.2 nm (811.92 cm-", J=2">15955.24

cm-
4
, J=2) and 665.5 nm (811.92 cm-

4
, J=2->15834.60 cm-<, J=3).

Note that a 4f
E
6s

s
 (0 cm-

1
, J=0)->4f

E
5d6s (15639.80 cm-

4
, J=1)

transition was recently discussed in a context of possibilities

of PNC-experiments [19]. For this transition the E2-amplitude

vanishes and the Ш-amplitude arising due to configuration and

term mixing was estimated in [19] to be of the order of 10-*

Bohr magnetons.

About 40 of the obserued lines could not be identified.

Some of them had been obserued in the emission spectra [20,211.

The unidentified lines are listed in table 3. The Faraday lines

obserued in this work are superimposed in table 3 to the emissi-

on lines of samarium obtained from the arc [203 and King furnace

[211 experiments. We adduce only the atomic lines that are no

more than 0.02 nm apart from those measured by us. Intensity of

emission lines is giuen in arbitrary units. :<ing furnace inten-

sities are for 2900 K. Temperature classification was done by

A.S.King [21]. He photographed the spectra at 2300 K, 2600 К and

2900 K. Lines appearing at 2300 К were attributed to classes I

and IL class I lines did not change their intensity suffici-

ently at higher temperatures. Class III lines appeared at 2600

K. Class IU lines were faint at 2600 К and distinct at 2900 K.

The doubled arc Lines are marked bj» letter D in table 3. Identi-

fied lines show good agreement between the present work and

King's data. On the one hand King obserued almost all the lines

of classes from 6 to 3 and many 2-nd and 1-st class lines. On

the other hand, we registered most of the atomic lines obserued

by King with initial leuels below 15000 cm-
1
.
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Table 3. Unclassified linos.

Faraday rotation Emission

Л / |Class|Comment| Л ,

nm I I I nm

Arc |Furnace|Class

I I <T>

599.39
599.8?
601.03
601.36
601.90
602.41
602.43
603.31
603.44
603.50
603.84
605.29
620.20
620.87
621.47
623.66
638.36
643.21
643.53»|
645.2O»|
645.75
645.93
652.55
652.58
657.06
658.41
659.27
659.30
659.82
659.84
660.04
660.31

2
4
2
2
2
2
3
2
3
3
3
4
3
3
4
2
2
3
3

6
6
6
4
4
2
4
4
4
3
3
2
3

D
D
D
D

I
I599.884
1601.027
1601.387
J6O1.915
I
|602.445

|6O3.852»| 4

DP

D I

D !643

IRSP 1645

IRSP |645

ISP |645

1652

J652

(638.366

|658.

1659

534» |

208

755

936

552

576

414

303

{660.039

I

3

5

3

2

8 D

4

4 D

150

150

100

60
6

2

15

10

3

1 4 !

1 4 |

I 2 |

I 1 !

| 10 |

1 5 |

4 I

60 I

30 |

20 I

30 |

4 I

3 I

8 I

1

6 I

I
4 I

I

III

III

IU

iu

111

III

IU

II

II

II

III

IU

IU

III

III

IU
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660.58

660.71

660.80

661.95*» I

662.94

663.41

664.03

664.05

664.14

666 25

667.89

668.70

669.26

2

4

1

5

2

2

2

2

4

2

2

1

3

P

D

D

IRSP

D

P

P

D

P

D

P

D

D

1660.57

1660.717

1664.049

(664.049

1664.157

I
1667.91

I
|669.257

I 4
I 6 D
I
I
I
I
| 12

I 12
1 8

| 200

1 3

1 2 1
4 |

10 |
10 !
10 |

2 I

4 I

w
w

III

III

III

w

IU

» Notes
:

603.852 nm - a group of Lines.

643.53 nm - this line is situated to the red from a 6-th

class line.

643.534 nm - King points out the existence of a faint line

to the red from the main one.

645.20 nm - a possible identification is the transition

between opposite parity leuels 14154.30 cm-
4
, J=4 and 29648.85

em-'
l

/
J=3 (the difference of their energies corresponds to

A=645.21 nm).

661.95 nm - this line is classified in the present work as

en Hi-transition (see bellow).

Judging on the intensity of different lines in the emissi-

on data, one could conclude that Ж-transitions could not be ob-

bsrved in [20.,21). Thus the occurence of some lines in emission

spectra gaue an evidence that they were unidentified E1-transi-

tions. The next step towards identification of the Mi-transiti-

ons was to record detailed lineshapes of the И1-candidates and

to measure their isotope shifts.
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4. Isotope Shifts

Isotope Shift (IS) of spectral lines depends чп the elect-

ron configurations of the initial end final states. For example,

for El-transitions from the 4f*6s* ground term levels to the le-

vels of 4f»5d6s* IS is positive (higher transition frequencies

correspond to heavier isotopes), whereas for transitions to

4f*6s6p levels IS is negative (see e.g. C223). Examples of Fara-

day rotation lineshapes of El-transitions from the ground term

are shown in figure 5. One can distinctly see peaks correspon-

ding to even samarium isotopes (154,152,150,148,144) while peaks

corresponding to odd isotopes (149,14?) are not distinct because

of the hyperfine splitting (hfs). Relative amplitudes of the

even isotope peaks follow the abundances of isotopes in a natu-

ral isotope mixture.

For heavy atoms the dominant cause of IS is usually the

field effect - influence of a finite nuclear volume [23]. The

field shift is proportional to the electron density at the nuc-

leus and is thus mainly determined by the s-electrons (to a les-

ser extent - also by p-electrons). In 4f
B
6s*->4f

B
6s6p transiti-

ons one of the two s-electrons goes to з p-state, the effective

density of s-electrons at the nucleus decreases and negative

shift arises. In 4f"6s»->4f
s
5d6s» transitions the number of s-e-

lectrons is constant, but screening of s-elestrons by a 5d-e-

lectron is smeller than screening by a 4f-electron [241 and hen-

ce the effective s-electron density at the nucleus increases gi-

ving rise to a positive shift. In the 4f
B
6s

a
->4f»6s

it
 Mi-transi-

tions of our interest the number of s-electrons is constant. Es-

timations by U.A.Dzuba, U.U.Flambaum and O.P.Sushkou showed that

excitation of the 4f«-shell did not change the screening and the

electron density at the nucleus sufficiently and the IS of these

transitions was much smaller than 1 GHz - i.e. the Doppler width

of a spectral line in our case. As the hyperfine splitting for

the odd isotopes was determined by the 4f»-electrons, for which

the hfs constants were usually small (hyperfine constants for

the ground term levels can be found e.g. in [251), one could ha-

ve expected that the overall splitting of the M1-lines under

consideration would also be smaller than the Doppler width.

Detailed Faraday rotation lineshapes were recorded for a
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number of E1-transitions from the ground term (at tow samarium
density), E1-transitions from the excited states and the unclas-
sified tines. In order to determine the IS values from an expe-
rimental Uneshape a computer fitting to the theoretical lines-
hape was performed. The fitting parameters were isotope split-
tings, Doppler and homogenious widths and the line amplitude.
For the calculations of Faraday rotation profiles we used the
formulae from [1] (see Appendix).

Figure 6 shows an example of recording of a transition
from an excited state. Because the huperfine constants were unk-
nown, the fitting curue was calculated as a sum of the Faraday
rotation curues for the euen isotopes only. Two peaks correspon-
ding to the odd isotopes are seen in the difference curue.

Though samarium is a popular object for IS studies due to
its interesting nuclear properties and a rich spectrum (see e.g.
[22,26-301 and references therein), most of the samarium IS ex-
periments haue addressed only the transitions from the ground
term levels. An exception is the work [301, where some of the
transitions from highly excited states were analyzed. In this
work the laser-induced fluorescence and laser-rf double-resonan-
ce techniques and a beam of atomic samarium with discharge-popu-
lation of euen metesteble states were used.

Isotpe shifts for the euen isotopes for the £1-transitions
from highly excited states and the unclassified lines, measured
in the present work, are given in table 4. Unclassified lines
are marked with letter U. The quoted uncertainties are mainly
due to the ambiguity of 'sewing together" of the 2-GHz scans and
the unknown hfs for odd isotopes. Dash means that IS and hfs are
completely masked by the Doppler broadening.

Results of IS measurements were treated with a King plot
procedure [241. The measured shifts were plotted uersus IS in a
pure 4fB6s2->4fs6s6p transition 604.50 nm where it had been mea-
sured in an atomic beam experiment [281 with an accuracy of abo-
ut 1 MHz. Examples of the King plots are shown in figure 7. From
the intercepts on the King plots the mass shift contributions
were deriued under the assumption of small specific moss shift
(SMS) in the 604.50 nm transition 1261. Mass shifts for *A=2 are
giuen in the last column of table 4. The mass shifts for the
transitions from the excited states proued to be negative and
their absolute values usually exceeded those of the normal mass
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shift significantly: a simple reduced mass estimate of the nor-
mal mass shift gives for two isotopes with «A=2 about +20 MHz.

Table 4. Isotope shifts and mass shift contributions.

A, nm

600.98
605.39
620.11
621.38
624.81
643.76
645.20 U
645.75 U
645.93»«U
646.82
651.46
661.95»
663.13
666.13

152,154

1110(60)

750(40)
670(30)
920(50)
870(50)

I

| 413(50)
350(50)
1290(100)

1140(40)
920(40)

Isotope shift (MHz)
150,154 |

3610(200)

2440(100)

2860(150)
-
-

1490(200)

3660(200)

-
3760(100)
3060(120)

148,154 |

5470(300)|
1710(700)1
3520(200)|
3230(200)|
3900(200)|
4060(150)|

1
!

2150(200)|

I
5470(200)|

I
5450(150)|
4240(200)|

IMass shift
144,154 |

6900(350)|

I
5140(250)!

I
I

5960(200)|

1
1

3220(300)|

1
8440(300)|

1
7850(200)|
5870(200)|

for AA=2

-550(250)

-380(200)
-630(300)
-290(300)
-410(200)

-
-

-50(50)

20(300)
-

-670(150)
-550(150)

« Notes=
645.93 nm - IS derived from the saturation spectroscope

Hneshape (section 6).
661.95 nm - this line is is classified in the present work

as an Mi-transition (see bellou).

For all the listed E1-transitions from excited states the
configuration of the lower state is 4f«5d6s (see section 5, tab-
le 2). The upper levels of the 651.46 and 666.13 nm transitions
are tentatively ascribed in tables 191 to the 4fe5d6p configura-
tion. Under the assumption that in the s->p transitions IS is
negative, this configuration is ruled out as being a dominant
one, since the experimental shift is positive. The same is true
for the other transitions with positive shifts for which the up-
per level configurations are unknown, ft possible upper Level



configuration for these lines is 4f*5d
a
6s. Some of such leuels

are tentatively identified in 193 in the proper energy region.

Some of the unclassified lines in accordance with predic-

tions for 4f*6s*->4i*Gs* M1-transitions displayed no IS or hfs

splitting. Still, for unambiguous selection of 111-transitIons

additional information was required.

5. Ratio of Faradav rotation and absorption

Measuring the ratio of Faraday rotation and absorption one

can yield information on the angular momenta and the g ualues of

the upper and lower states of a transition.

From the formulae for the absorption coefficient and the

angle of Faraday rotation (see Appendix) for even isotopes (or

when hfs is unresolved),, in case of negligible pressure broade-

ning, it can be seen that the ratio of Faraday rotation and ab-

sorption depends only on the magnetic field/ Doppler width and a

dimensionless quantity

R=g
f
 [Ji(Ji+1)-Jf (Jf+1)-23+ giCJf (Jf+1Wi(Ji+1)-2] ,

here 9i and g* are the g ualues of the initial and the final

state. For the majority of samarium transitions R ualues lie

between -16 and +2 (different signes of R correspond to diffe-

rent signes of Faraday rotation). According to the well-known

formula

g=1+[J(J+1)+S(S+1)-L(L+1)]/[2J(J+1)3 ,

g ualues for all the
 7
F and

 S
O levels (i.e. the initial and fi-

nal states of the Mi-transitions of our interest) are Ъ/2. The R

value is thus predicted to be -6 for all
 7
F->

5
D transitions.

The ratio of Faraday rotation and absorption was estimated

for some of the strongest transitions from the excited states

and unclassified lines (table 5). R values for classified lines,

calculated with the g values from [93 are also given.
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Table 5. Ratio of Faraday rotation and absorption.

A, ran | R(exp.) |R(theor.)|| A, nm | R(exp.) |R(theor.)

643.53«| -7(3) | -7.4 Ц661.67 | -10(3) | "8.1
643 76 | -4(1) | -4.5 ||661.95«*| -9(3) |
645.20 | -5(2) | Ц666.13 | -1(0.2) | -0.64
645.75 | -6(3) | I I I I

a Notes
:

643.53 nm - the main line (see note after table 3).
661.95 nm - this line is classified in the present work as

an Mi-transition (see bellow).

6. Saturation spectroscoov

As it was discussed above, most of the unclassified lines

are apparently E1-transitions from the highly excited states.

Though these transitions may have normal dipole moments, the

corresponding lines in the Faraday and absorption spectra are

weak due to the low population of in'itial states. The saturation

spectroscopy technique (see e.g. [31] and references therein)

can be used to separate forbidden transitions from the El-tran-

sitions. Indeed, the saturation parameters for the E1 and

m-transitions are apart from other factors proportional to d*

and m», where d and m are the electric and magnetic transition

dipole moments, respectively. Analysis shows, that under typical

experimental conditions nonliniar signals for the Mi-transitions

should be much weaker than those for the E1-transitons.

Layout of the saturation spectroscopy experiment is shown

in figure 8. A beam splitter /\/ divided the laser beam into a

stronger saturating beam and a weaker probe beam The beams were

directed in nearly opposite directions with an angle between

them of about 10-» rad and intersected in the samarium vapor

cell. The intensity of the pump beam was sinusoidally modulated

by a Pockels cell modulator /3/ at a frequency of 1-10 kHz. The

induced modulation of the probe beam absorption was detected in

the signal of a photodiode /5/ by a phase-sensitive detector
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with an integration time 0.5 sec. The signal of the photodiode

/5/ was also used for Linear absorption measurement. The inten-

sity of the probe bean at the entrance of the cell was stabili-

zed by a feedback loop (see section 2) including a Pockels cell

modulator /6/ Typical power of the pump beam was 0.3 DM and

that of the probe beam - a few times less. The diameters of both

beams were about 1 mm. The line recording procedure was descri-

bed in section 2. A typical frequency sweeping rate was 100

l-Hz/sec.

E1-transitions from the ground term were recorded first.

Figure 9 shows recordings of the 656 35 nm line (4?*6s*
7
F*->4f»6s6p

 7
G«) at different pressures of Ke buffer gas. At

pressures up to several tenth of a Torr (figure 9 A) the satura-

tion signal was essentially Doppler-free. With the He pressure

increase (figure 9 B,C) the peak width gradually increased and

at several Torr reached a constant level smaller than the Dop-

pler width. This can be explained as follows. At a low pressure

when the Velocity-Changing Collisions (UCC) can be neglected.,

the pump beam affects only a certain velocity group arH produces

a narrow Bennet hole in the lower state velocity distribution.

Adding the buffer gas we introduce the UCC which transmit the

saturation to other velocity groups. In the extreme case of

rvcc>>Crel, where Tret is the relaxation rate of the initial le-

vel population/ the pump beam saturates all the velocity classes

of the Maxwellian distribution. This corresponds to the satura-

tion signal width equel to the Doppler width/^2 (see e.g. [32]).

Note that the condition fulfilled here, Гисс»Гге1, means that

the collisional damping of the ground term levels is small. This

is a particular case of the low collisional perturbation of

4f*6s* states (see section 7)

The subsequent increase of the He pressure did not change

the peak width sufficiently up to ~100 Torr (figure 9 D) where

the pressure broadening of the transition started to manifest

itself.

The effective saturation parameter measured as the ratio

of the part of the absorbed probe beam intensity, oscillating

synchroniously with the pump beam modulation, and the total ab-

sorbed probe beam intensity, was about 10-»-10-* for the recor-

dings shown in figure 9 A-D.

To record the E1-trans1tions from excited states the cell
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temperature was correspondingly increased. For these transitions

narrow saturation signals were obtained even at high He pressu-

res. Figure 10 sKows an example of a Doppler-free signal with

the He pressure of 70 Torr. This means that the relaxation of

the initial state population, most likely due to collisionol

damping, occurs fester than the velocity mixing i.e. Гге1>Гисс.

For all recorded E1-transitions from the excited states

the saturation parameter was of the order of 10-
1

The saturation spectroscope signals were then recorded for

the strongest M1-candidates 645.20, 645.75, 645.93 and 661.95 nm

(figure 11 A - D). A significant absorption could be produced on

these transitions. All the lines except the 661.95 nm transition

displayed distinct saturation signals with saturation parameters

of the order of 10-» The width of saturation signals at 75 Torr

of He was significantly smaller than the Doppler width. For

example, the transition 645.93 nm was seen as an asymmetric

unary line in the absorption spectrum, while the saturation sig-

nal revealed typical samarium isotope structure (figure 11 C).

For the 661.95 nm transition no distinct saturation signal

was observed (figure 11 D). This gaue another evidence for its

Ml-nature.

7. Pressure broadening

In [33-361 an anomalously small pressure broadening of

111-transitions within the 4f-shells of rare earth elements was

discovered. In [35-361 the pressure broadening by helium of inf-

rared transitions between the ground term levels of samarium was

reported to be of the order of 0.01 MHz/Torr (at 1400 K), which

Is at least 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the usual values

of pressure broadening of atomic transitions. This fenomenon was

explained by the screening action of the 5s, 5p and 6s-electrons

on the 4f-shell.

The 4f"6s» »F -> 4f«6s*
 e
D transitions of our interest are

also related to the 4f-shell excitation. Asuming that the change
of the 4f-shell radius during the excitation is insignificant,
one can also expect small pressure broadening of these transiti-
ons.
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In order to study the pressure broadening of samarium li-

nes we again used the Faraday rotation technique (section 2).

For a calibration of frequency intervals the transmission of a

2-GHz reference cautty was recorded simultaneously with the Fa-

raday signal. Pressure broadening was estimated from the Faraday

lineshapes when helium pressure was changed in the range 1QO -

760 Torr. Typical behaviour of the Faraday signal under the

pressure increase is shown in figure 12. Drastic changes in the

Faraday rotation lineshape and magnitude are observed when the

pressure broadening r exceeds the Doppler width Д». Note that

when г>>Л»/ the peak Faraday rotation falls as y-
2
 rather than

t~* for the absorption signal. Pressure broadening results are

collected in table 6. Letter U marks the unidentified lines

(table 3). For designations of E1-transitions from the excited

states see table 2. The line 656.35 ran is an E1-transition from

the ground term ig.t.) 4f
B
6s

l 7
F<i->4f«6s6p

 7
G4.

Table 6. Pressure broadening of samarium transitions by He

buffer gas. T*1400 K, except for the 656.35 nm transition for

which T«800 K.

A, nm

638.36
643.76
645.20
645.75
645.93
652.55
652.56
656.35
657.06
659.27
659.30
659.62
660.31
660.56
661.67

Comment

| U и

! E1

I и
I и

и
и
и

EKg.t.)

и
и
и
и
и
и |
Е1 I

у/р, Ж2/Т0ГГ

I -5
| 2.1(5)

5.9(9)
| 5.2(5)
| 3.9(7)

3.3(5)
2.8(9)
7.2(10)
6.9(16)
15(6)
5.8(13)
2.6(14)
15.5(20)
4.4(10)
4.6(20)
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661.95
663.41
664.03
664.14

66? 89

и »
и
и
и
и

< 0.2
4.9(16)

3.7(12)

3.7(12)

2.9(10)

и Notes

638.36 ran - a group of lines.

661.95 ran - classified as an Mi-transition in this work

(see below). A more accurate study of pressure broadening and

shift of M1-transitions is described in section 11.

All the studied lines except the 661.95 ran transition

displayed pressure broadening of the order of a few MHz/Torr

For the 661.95 ran transitions in accordance with our ex-

pectations for the 4f
e
6s*->4f»6s* M1-transitions no signs of

pressure broadening were observed up to 760 Torr of He (figure

13).

a. Identification of the ffl-transitiQns

On the basis of the experimental data reported above one

could make a conclusion that the 661.95 nm line corresponded to

a 4f"6s* »F->4f»6s» «D transition. Indeed, this Line lies in the

spectral region where such transitions are expected and it has

an intensity corresponding to an allowed Mi-transition from the

ground term/ it has not been observed in the emission spectra,

it displays a negligible Isotope and hyperfine splitting, the

measured ratio of the Faraday rotation and absorption is close

to the prediction for the
 7
F->*D transitions, the saturation pa-

rameter for this line is much smaller than that for E1-transiti-

ons, and finally, this line has a very small pressure broadening

which has also been predicted for transitions inside the

4f-shell.

Comparing the wavelength of the 661.95 nm line with the

predicted wavelengths of Ml-transitions (table 1) one could see

that the closest predicted M1-transition was
 7
Fa->

s
D<. Under the

assumption that 661.95 nm was the J=2->J=1 transition it was

possible to calculate the energy of the upper level and to pre-
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diet the wavelengths of the J=O->J=1 and J=1->J=1 transitions.

According to the matrix element calculations <table 1) the first

of these transitions should have had the peak Faraday rotation

about 4 times smaller than the J=2->J=1 transition, while the

second one should haue been suppressed by seueral orders of mag-

nitude. Corresponding wavelength samples near 628 and 640 nm we-

re then scanned. At 628.18 nm a line similar to the 661.95 nm

transition uias observed. The line shouted no IS or hfs splitting

and no pressure broadening was observed either. The ratio of the

peak Faraday rotation for the 661.95 and 628.13 nm transitions

was measured to be 4.8(0.5). In the region of 640 nm no line

with similar properties was observed.

Ue thus have found two Ml-transitions from the ground term

levels to the 4f
B
6s

a 5
D< leuel. In order to determine its energy

with an accuracy at the leuel of 10-
B
, the wavelength of the

Ш-transitions was measured with a Michelson intereferometer-ba-

sed A-meter IDU-2 using a single fregency Lamb-dip stabilized

He-Ne laser as a reference. The energy of the level proved to be

15914.55(3) cm-V

For the search of M1-transitions to higher 4f
B
6s* levels

the small pressure broadening of the sought-for transitions was

used explicitly. Using the Faraday rotation spectroscopy it was

convenient to search for the lines at the buffer gas He pressure

of several atm. At such pressure the lines with typical pressure

broadening of 2-10 MHz/Torr (see table 6) were significantly

broader then the Doppler width and, as it was discussed in sec-

tion 7, the peak Faradav rotation on them was strongly suppres-

sed.

As the Sm cell used in preuious experiments could not be

used at pressures higher than 1 atm, a new high-pressure cell

was designed.

9. High-pressure cell

The high-pressure cell [15} is shown in figure 14. As in

the preuious design, Sm sample is heated in a molybdenum tube

/\/. In order to protect molybdenum which is actiuely oxidated

when heated in the air, the tube /1/ is inserted inside a stain-

less steel jacket, consisting of two flanges /2/ and a tube /3/

welded to them. The flanges /2/ зге brazed to the ends of the
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molybdenum tube /1/. The clearance between the jacket and the
molybdenum tube is filled with an inert gas. In order to avoid
mechanical stress on the jacket during the heating., a slow flow
of this gas through nipples /4/ is arranged. The gas frees into
the atmosrhere in the form of small bubbles through a 1-cm oil
lock which ensures the pressure constancy »n the clearance. A
bellows /5/ compensates for the difference of thermal expansion
of the steel jacket and the molybdenum tube. Over the tubt /3/
there is an electric-porcelain tube /6/ with a resistance heater
/?/ wound on it. The heater is of a double helical form to redu-
ce the magnetic field generated by the heating current. Ouer the
thermoinsulation /8/ there is a water-cooled stainless-steel
jacket /9/. The flanges /2/ are also water-cooled. The end-pie-
ces /10/ are sealed to them. On the end-pieces there are 3 mm -
thick quarts windows /11/ and the gas leads /12/ which are used
for blowing the inner volume of the cell through and filling it
with a buffer gas. The cell can be operated with a buffer gas
pressure in the range 1-20 atm and the temperature of the cent-
ral part (1*30 cm) up to 1500 K. Magnetic field is produced by a
coil /13/.

10. Further search and identification of m-transitons

The search for new lines was performed in the wauelength
range 550-630 nm with a magnetic field H»100 Oe and a helium
pressure 1.5-5 atm. Found were previously unreported lines with
small pressure broadening 611 nm and 569 nm and also a verv weak
line 586 nm. For all these lines isotope and hyperfine splitting
was smaller than the Doppler width. It was impossible to clas-
sify these transitions using the known Sm energy leuels [91 The
differences of their wavelengths corresponded to the energy in-
tervals between the levels 7Fa, =Ti and 7Fz of the ground term,
their positions and intensities fitted the theoretical estimates
(table 1) for transitions from the ground term levels to the
4f«6s* »Da level. Thus these transitions could be identified as
Mi-transitions from the ground term to a common 4fB6s2 5Dz le-
vel. Its energy was measured to be 17864.29(3) cm-11.
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Also found was a transition 558 nm with a smell pressure

broadening, isotope and hyperfine splitting. According to the

predictions (table 1) a
 7
F<->

S
D3 transition could be anticipated

in this wavelength region. Supposing that the line 558 nm cor-

responded to this transition and adding the measured transition

energy to the energy of the initial level, one obtained that the

energy of the 4f
B
6s

z s
Da leuel was 20195.76 cm-

1
. However, there

were seueral reasons, why the involved supposition was not ob-

uious and thus needed a uarification. Firstly, because the wave-

lengths shorter than 550 nm were not accessible to our laser, no

"partner", i.e. a transition to the same upper level from anot-

her ground term level had been observed for the 558 nm line. Se-

condly, the transition energy coincided within the limits of ac-

curacy with the energy difference between two highly excited

states of opposite parity 14202.85 cm-* (4f
s
5d6s

 s
Ds) and

32125.53 cm-
4
 (J=4) Thirdly, taking into account the calculati-

on for Sm++ ion П01, one could expect in this wavelength region

not only the
 7
F4->

S
D3 transition, but also some transitions to

other 4f
B
6s* levels belonging to the terms

 S
L and

 5
G. Nothing

was known about the intensity of such transitions.

In order to determine, whether the observed transition

originated from the ground term or from an excited state, the

line intensity dependences on the cell temperature for different

transitions were compared. Due to the Boltzmann factor in the

initial state populations, transitions from the ground term ami

the excited states should have displayed considerable differen-

ces in these dependences. Also taking into account the temper

ture dependence of samarium uapor pressure, one could have ex-

pected that with a small temperature change, the relative inten

sity of transitions from the levels at about 14000 cm-
4
 shout

have varied twice as that of transitions from the ground term

The temperature dependences of line intensities were com

pared as follows. Had the cell reached its temperature steady

state, the heater was switched off and the dependence of the Fa

raday rotation angle on time for a certain line was recorHrd

Then the cell was heated again and the procedure was repeated

for another line. Measurements showed that the intensity o+

transitions from «14000 cm-
1
 dropped by a factor of two in *?-r-

s, while that for the Ш-transitions from the ground term > >

»150 s. The temperature dependence for the line 558 nm corns
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ponded to the dependence for M1-transitions, thus indicating
that it was a transition from the ground term.

For the upper term identification an advantage was taken
of a specific Zeeman-splitting pattern characteristic of the
?F->"D transitions. As for all these transitions the g values of
the upper and lower states are equel to 1.5, a longitudinal mag-
netic field H splits them into two components with energies se-
parated by 3^H. It is easy to uerify that all transitions betwe-
en the ground term levels and the »L and SG levels have signifi-
cantly different structure and size of the splitting.

The Zeeman splitting was observed by the Faraday rotation
Ifneshape with H*?OO Oe (jiH*Doppler width). An additional magne-
tic coil was introduced to produce such a field. The observed
splitting for the 556 nm transition was analogous to the split-
ting of the 'F4->*Da transition 569 nm (figure 15) end coinsided
with the calculated one (a Faraday rotation lineshape formula
for the case of an arbitrary longitudinal magnetic field is gt-
uen in the Appendix). Consequently, the upper state of the 558
ran transition belongs to the SD term and its most probable iden-
tification is the 4fB6s* 7F*->4fB6s* SD 3.

Thus three of five 4fe6sJ SD levels (J=1,2,3) haue been
identified by now. Note that to search for transitions to the
levels with J=O,4 one requires light sources operating in the
wavelength regions about 700 and 450-520 nm, respectively.

The wavelengths (in air) of all found M1-transitions ext-
rapolated to the zero buffer gas pressure, angular momenta of
the lower and upper states and the relative values of the Fara-
day rotation (F) are given in the first three columns of table
7. The convention is that for the strongest transition 662 nm,
F=1OOO. it is necessary to note that because we had to use dif-
ferent laser dyes for different transitions (AGN-650 for the li-
nes 662 and 626 nm, Rhodamin 66 for the lines 611 and 566 nm,
Rhodamin 110 for the lines 569 and 556 nm), they were observed
in separate experimental runs. Thus the relative Faraday rotati-
on for them is given only roughly.
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11. Pressure broadening and shift of the M1-transitions

The pressure broadening у of the found transitions was de-
termined from the Faraday rotation Lineshapes in a Low magnetic
field (see Appendix), recorded at buffer gas pressures in the
range 1-15 atm. Frequency markers produced by a confocal ther-
mostabilized interferometer covered with a seated jacket were
used for the frequency scale calibration and determination of
the pressure shift Д.

In order to take into account the small unknown isotope
and hyperfine structure of the found transitions, the approxima-
ting curue was calculated as a sum of rotation on two close iso-
lated lines (effectiue isotopes). The spacing between them was
one of the fitting parameters. Model calculations showed that
*\e values of у and Л were not sensitive to the details of the
line splitting. The best fitting curues (figure 16) were used to
measure the linewidths and positions of line centers. Thus mea-
sured parameters у and Л within experimental uncertainties line-
arly depended on the buffer gas pressure. The ualues of broade-
ning end shift by helium are giuen in two last columns of table
7.

Table 7. Uauelengths (in air), relative values of the Fa-
raday rotation (F), broadening y/p and shift i/p by helium of
the 4f

E
3s

a
 'F->4f'6s

a S
D transitions of SmI. T=1400(100) K.

A, nm

661.954
626.183
610.528
586.26?
568.940
557.799

J i->Jf

2~>1
0->1
3~>2
2->2
1->2
4->3

F,
r e l . u .

1000
200
400

1
40
70

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

У Р ,
mz/Torr

0.18(2)
0.17(2)
0.20(2)

(0.8
0.18(5)
0.58(6)

mz/Torr

-0.17(2)
-0.16(1)
-0 20(3)
-0.22(8)
-0.20(2)
-0.25(3)
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For the 569 nm transition the pressure broadening by xenon

jr/p=O.53(4) Wz/Torr was also measured. In this measurement the

xenon pressure varied in the range 1-3.5 atm. At higher pressu-

res a strong conuection started in the cell and the laser beam

could not pass through it.

A comparison of the Faraday rotation curues, recorded at a

constant buffer gas pressure and at different temperatures shows

that under our experimental conditions (several Torr of Sm) the

self-broadening and shift are negligible <Kp(Sm)<30 fHz/Torr,

|Д/р(Эт)|<50 Ж2/Тогг).

The obtained pressure broadening of the Mi-transitions by

inert gases is at least an order of magnitude smaller than typi-

cal broadening of transitions in the outer shells of atoms, in

particular of samarium [37]. On the other hand, it exceeds by an

order of magnitude the broadening of infrared transitions inside

the samarium ground term [35-36].

Note that the lineshape formulae used in this work (Appen-

dix), though providing a rather fair fitting of the experimental

curues, incorporate only the simplest model of the pressure bro-

adening phenomena. In particular, it does not take into account

the so-called phase memory effects. In situations when the phase

of the oscillating dipole moment is not smeared, while the velo-

city of an active atom is changed by velocity-changing collisi-

ons, lineshape perturbations occur. The phase memory effects may

even lead to narrowing rather than broadening of a line (Dicke

effect [38]) Generally, M1-transitions in the screened shells

of the rare earth elements with a small pressure broadening are

promising objects for the search and study of such effects

[38,331. In uiew of that, we considered the influence of the

phase-memory effects on the Faraday rotation lineshapes and tri-

ed to use the modified lineshapes for the approximation of the

experimental curves. Unfortunately, the pressure broadening of

the M1-transit ions found in this work did not prove to be small

enough for the phase-memory effects to be traced at the level of

experimental uncertainties.
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12. Discussion

The primary aim of this work was to find Mi-transitions to

be used in the PNC-experiments. Figure 17 shows the ground term

leuels., the found 4f
s
6s

2 S
D leuels with the levels of opposite

parity lying close to them and the M1-transitions obserued in

this work.

The nuclear spin independent weak interaction mixes atomic

states of opposite parity with the same total angular momentum.

For all the found levels such states lie in about 200 cm-* from

them. Comparing this with a typical energy gap between mixing

states in the atoms where PNC-effects have already been obserued

(~30000 cnf
1
 Ъ one can anticipate a significant enhancement of

the PNC-effects in samarium. Note/ that the found M1-transitions

with large amplitudes can be used in the natural optical rotati-

on experiments/ while the weaker ones (e.g. 1->1, 2->2) - in the

experiments on the optical rotation in the crossed E and В fi-

elds C191/ or the PNC-Stark-induced interference experiments of

the type carried out in Cs and Tl [1-5].

The nuclear spin dependent weak interaction also mixes op-

posite parity states with total electron angular momenta diffe-

ring by unity (see e.g. M l ) . This interaction can be detected

by comparing PNC-effects on different hfs components of a tran-

sition Of interest in this respect could be the transitions to

the 4f
e
6s*

 s
Dz level which has an opposite parity level with J=3

in 33 cm-
1
 from it Howeuer, as it was pointed out in l&l, a se-

rious shortcoming here is the small hyperfine splitting of the

4f
e
6s

z
 leuels [251. This drawback could be on principle ouercome

by utilizing Doppler-free technioues, e.g. an atomic beam.

It is necessary to note that a small energy gap between

the opposite parity Leuels does not by itself guarantee a large

PNC-mixing, since the mixing coefficient also incorporates the

actual PNC matrix elements which are difficult to calculate here

due to a complex structure of the leuels inuolued Therefore,

the feasibility of precision PNC-experiments with the found sa-

marium transition should be tested by some auxiliary measure-

ments (e.g. measurements of Stark polarizabilities) that will

help to eualuate the mixing coefficients, and/or by the PNC-mea-

surements themselues.

It is possible to suggest that apart from the uicinity of
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opposite parity leuels, other properties of the new Leuels and

transitions will also proue to be useful. Firstly, the small

pressure broadening of transitions inside the 4 f
b
6 s

2
 provides a

simple method of selecting them from other specTral lines. Uith

the tunable lasers existing today it will be possible to access

M1-transitions coupling the ground term with the
 s
Do,< leuels

(see table 1) Transitions to some of tfe other terms of 4t
6
6s

a

(
S
L,

 S
G,

 S
H,

 S
I ,

 S
F..

 Э
Р,

 S
K ) can probably be found in the same

fashion. Note that in the tables 19] there are three leuels at

about 30000 cm-
1
 tentatively identified as belonging to the

4 f
6
6 s

2
 configuration. (11-transitions from the ground term to

these leuels lye within the spectral range accessible to the se-

cond harmonic of dye lasers.

According to [39], only about one third of the 3500 SmI

lines observed in the spectral, ^^пое 260-410С nrn ;,-:ve been clas-

sified. Hopefully, the identification от new leuels will lead to

a more complete classification of samarium spectra.

The 4 f
B
6 s

a
- > 4 f

B
6 s

z
 transitons with relatively low collisi-

onal perturbation end isotope and hyperfine splitting can pro-

bably be also used as the secondary frequency standards ouer a

wide spectral range, e.g. the
 7
F - >

5
D transitions embrace the

whole uisible spectrum.

13. Summarg and outlook

Samarium spectrum was studied with a purpose to find new

Mi-transitions to be used in the РМС-ехремтептз. Faraday feta-

tion technique was chosen for the search and study of spectral

lines. Due to its high sensitiuity this technique allowed to ob-

serve weak lines with и1~1СМ. Initially the spectrum scanning

was made with a helium buffer gas pressure in the vapor cell of

the order of 10-100 Torr. In this с**'•}• •? i.-зг<зе rvjmber ?* spect-

ral lines of different intensities was observed (~
1
,0 lines per

nm). Most of the observed lines were identified as E W r a n s i t i -

ons from the ground term or from the highly excited states (in-

tensity of these two types of transitions differed by many or-

ders of magnitude). Some of the weak lines could пот be classi-

fied. For the purpose of classification, the isotope shifts, ra-

tio of the Faraday rotation and absorption, saturation spectros-

copy lineshapes and the pressure broadeni'ngs were studied on
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different samarium transitions. As a result, transitions to the

4f"6s*
 S

D4 leoel were reuealed. One of the most striking featu-

res of these transitions uies a uery small pressure broadening.

In the search for transitions to other 4f
B
6s* levels an aduanta-

ge of this was taken. A special samarium vapor cell was designed

which allowed operation with buffer gas pressures of several

atm At such pressures most of the Faraday rotation lines were

significantly broadened and suppressed in amplitude, which made

it uery easy to select the sought-for M1-transitions. Tests of

the correctness of transition identification were provided by

studying the dependences of line intensities on the cell tempe-

rature and the Zeeman splittings at high magnetic fields. This

proved to be especially useful in the case of the
 7
F4->

S
D3 tran-

sition, for which no "partner" transition from another ground'

term level was observed. The small pressure broadenings and

shifts of the found Ifl-transitions were then studied.

In conclusion, the new 4f'6s*
 7
F->4f

e
6s

a 5
D Mi-transitions

ot Sml (as well as other transitions inside the 4f-shell) have

many specific spectroscopic properties and will probably be used

in a number of applications.
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appendix. Faradai» rotation and absorption lineshapes

For a single Line in the absence of magnetic field, in the

impact approximation, one can write for the complex refractive

index
:

п-1<л < ( W o

Here v is the light frequency; vo - The central frequency of the

transition; в - longitudinal uelocity projection, normalized by

the speed of light; j" - the homoqenious width (throughout this

work r is determined by collisional width); the angular brackets

denote an averaging ouer the atomic thermal uelocities;

- the Doppler uidth (во = ( 2 к Т / П с
г
)

ч / г
) ; u=(wo)/ui>,

g(u,u) and f(u,u) - dimensionless functions introduced e g . in

[1]. Using this representation one gets tor the absorption coef-

ficient and the Faraday rotation angle'

i> |
2
R/12.

Here Ni is the initial state population, <f||M||i/ - the reduced

matrix element of the transition ((11 or E1),

These formulae are uaiid for small magnetic fields

For arbitrary fields they haoe to be modified as follows

(O.P.Sushkou):

(
3

X
J •

d 3J-symbol [40]. Isotpe shift can be taken into account by sum-

mation ooer different isotope? ••"+*> the relc'vanr . = • ._̂ с ;f N

iirie splitting ^^ju'v to ci moi.. cumplicjteu structu-
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re of the Faraday rotation. A corresponding discussion and for-
mulae can be tound e g in [1,41-431.

Note that all the Faraday rotation measurements reported
in this work were made in conditions when effects nonlinear in
laser power could be neglected. A special study of nonlinear Fa-
radau rotation on samarium transitions is reported elsewhere
[441.
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Fig.1. Samarium configurations [91.
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i-ig.2. Block diagram of the Faraday rotation apparatus. 1
- monomode fiber; 2 - objectives; 3/4 - crossed polarizer and
analyzer» 5,6 - heauy flint Faraday cells; ? - samarium uapor
cell; •?• - magnetic coil; 9 И С М 1 - silicon photodiodes; 12 -
Pockets cell modulator; 13 - CAMAC crate with an ODfcETTE micro-
computer [16] as a crate-controller.
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Fig.3. A - a 75-GHz sample of samarium spectrum at A«639 2
nm recorded with magnetic field off. В - the same sample with
H^IOO Qe. ft continuous seq.uep.ce ot weak lines is seen.
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Fig.5. Detailed Faraday rotation Uneshapes of E1-trensi-
tions from the ground term. Recordings were made at a low sama-
rium pressure. A - 4f

B
6s

2
->4f

B
6s6p transtion 602.72 nm. В - a

4f
s
6s

3
->'1f

S
5d6s

z
 transition 602 75 nm. Positions of euen isoto-

pes are marked with arrows. The two transitions haue opposite IS
signs.
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a highly excited statt 563.13 nm. A - experimental curuej В - a

fitting curye. Positions of euen isotopes are marked uith ar-

rows. С - difference between A and B.. Tuo peaks on curue С cor-

respond to odd isotopes.
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Fig.?. Examples of King plots. Measured IS values are

plotted uersus IS in a pure 6s->6p transition 604.50 nm. The

gradient is the ratio of the field shifts on two lines, inter-

cept depends on the mass shift
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Fig d. Saturation spectroscopy apparati's. 1,2 - beam

splitters; 3 - з Pockets eel
1
, producing the pump beam intensity

modulation; A - lenses; S - photodiode; 6 - intensity stabili-

zing Pockets cell modulator; ? - mononode fiber; 8 - samarium

cell.
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Fig.9. Recordings of the 656.35 nm E1-trensition from the

ground term. A-D - saturation spectroscopy lineshapes at diffe-

rent buffer gas pressures E - linear absorption recorded at 0.3

Torr of He. Peak absorption - about 60X The Linear absorption

Lineshape uas practicaLlg unchanged upon the He pressure increa-

se up to 100 Torr

I MI in ihp M ? \, nm tian-^ition from an excited state. A,

и '.C-H-II ntinn '.periro5copv Mneshapesi С - Linear absorption at

'II lorr oi U P Prok absorption - about 50*.
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Fiq 12 Pressure broadening ot a typical samarium transi-

tion 656 35 nm. fl-C - Faraday rotation, H=1OO Oe; D - transmis-

sion through з reference cauity.

Р<Нв>-114 ТОНА

?*O TORR

FREUUENCY

Fiq.13. The 661.31 nm Transition. А,В.- Faraday rotation;

С - transmission through a reference cauity. No manifestations

of pressure broadening can be seen in the figure.
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Fig.14. The high pressure samarium uapor celt 1 - molyb-

denum rube, 2 - stainless steel flanyes; 3 - stainless steel tu-

be; A - nipples; 5 - bellows; 6 - electric-porcelain tube, ? -

heater; 8 - thermoinsulation, 9 - uiater-cooled jacket, 10 -

erid-piecesi 11 - optical windows, 12 - gas leads, M - magnetic

coil.
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